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Severe methodological and numerical problems of the traditional quantum mechanical approach
to the description of molecular systems are outlined. To overcome these, a simple alternative to the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation is presented on the basis of taking the nuclei as classical particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Essentially all quantum chemical calculations are
based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. As a
starting point, one writes down the Schro¨dinger equation
for both the electrons and the nuclei:
HˆtotalΨ({ri}, {RI}) = EtotalΨ({ri}, {RI}) (1)
with
Hˆtotal = Tˆnuc + Tˆel + Vˆnuc−nuc + Vˆnuc−el + Vˆel−el (2)
Then one assumes that, due to the much higher masses
of the nuclei, electronic and nuclear motion can be sepa-
rated. Introducing the product
Ψ({ri}, {RI}) = Ψel({ri}; {RI})Ψnuc({RI}) (3)
one arrives within the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion at the electronic Hamilton operator
Hˆel = Tˆel + Vˆnuc−el + Vˆel−el (4)
and the electronic Schro¨dinger equation
HˆelΨel({ri}) = EelΨel({ri}) (5)
which is the basis for standard quantum chemistry [1].
As such, it is one of the best tested physical equations.
The accurate description of the molecular structure, re-
action energies, excitation energies and many other prop-
erties represents an enormous success of the theory. For
obtaining correct potential energy curves from quantum
chemical calculations, the interaction between the nuclei
has to be added:
Eqc = Eel +
∑
I
∑
J>I
ZAZBe
2
4πǫ0RAB
(6)
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However, what is tested to such a high degree of
accuracy is the Schro¨dinger equation for the electrons
(5), not at all the starting point (1). In fact, solving it as
a whole, or also solving the separated expressions for the
electrons and the nuclei iteratively till self-consistency,
leads to no meaningful solutions. The nuclear wave
function feels the electronic cloud and is attracted by it,
hence it diffuses. The more diffuse nuclear wave function
leads to a less localized electronic cloud which gets more
diffuse if it is computed again on the basis of the new
nuclear wave function. The result is a homogeneous
gas for both the electrons and the nuclei. There is no
operator which could possibly extract any molecular
information from such a wave function (unless the
operator already contains the information for a certain
molecule). The obvious conclusion is that the starting
point for the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (1) is
wrong, even if it is well established. The nuclei must be
described in a different way.
Actually, since the atom was separated in our the-
oretical description in a very asymmetric way in a
localized nucleus and an electronic cloud, we had no
real reason to assume that they are both described by
the same equation. But what alternatives do we have?
While (1) does not yield a meaningful result, molecular
dynamics calculations which treat the nuclei classically
are surprisingly successful. Are we allowed to think that
the classical treatment of the nuclei may be the way
better starting point? What would this lead to?
The quantum mechanical treatment of the nuclei
is used to explain for example vibrational spectra [1].
However, the most successful computations of vibra-
tional spectra are done classically [2, 3] and it does not
seem that quantum theory is needed in this field. The
same accounts to the branching into different reaction
channels when simulating chemical reactions. Classical
chaos in a many-particle system is fully sufficient to
lead to different reaction products as could be shown
for quite a few systems (e.g. [4, 5]). Actually, the good
performance of density functional calculations in the
framework of first-principles molecular dynamics for
the description of chemical reactions is traditionally
2attributed to error compensation as in these calculations
the zero-point energy is neglected. This zero-point
energy is the most obvious difference between classical
and quantum mechanics and certainly the measure
to which degree a motion is to be described quantum
mechanically. What is the experimental evidence for
it? It is qualitatively known that organic reactions may
run slower, if hydrogen is replaced by deuterium (kinetic
isotope effect). This is usually attributed to a difference
in the zero point energies. However, also classically
changing the mass influences the motion and one obtains
slower motions for larger masses. What about the
thermodynamic isotope effect? The thermodynamic
difference between the enthalpy for a certain reaction
and the enthalpy for the same reaction using deuterated
compounds should be a most distinctive measure for
quantum mechanical effects. Unfortunately it is small
for most reactions. A reaction where a clear difference of
2 to 3 kcal/mol could be seen is, for example, N2 + 3 H2
→ 2 NH3, compared to N2 + 3 D2 → 2 ND3. One would
believe that the corresponding data for such reactions
are contained in the relevant data bases [6, 7]. However,
what is given there for the deuterated reaction is the
reaction enthalpy as measured for the undeuterated
reaction plus the zero point energy as computed from
the vibrational spectra, already using the assumption
that the nuclear motion is purely quantum mechanical.
If we believe that there is no zero point energy then
there is little room for a quantum mechanical description
of nuclear motion which is intrinsically tied to uncer-
tainty. We need an alternative approach. In the present
paper we investigate the theory for a purely classical de-
scription of nuclear motion, as a simple approach which
avoids the most evident problems with the basic theory,
namely the diffusion of the nuclei. As such it is used
nowadays in most computations of molecular motion, but
is viewed as an approximation to the equations follow-
ing from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Even
if we change this view, a classical treatment is certainly
not the answer to all questions. It is obvious that such
a description, just like the traditional quantum chemi-
cal one (equation (1)), does not contain nuclear spin or
phenomena like nuclear fission, which the true, complete
nuclear wave function should certainly describe. We are
interested in phenomena that occur on the scale of about
10−11 m to 10−10 m and do not describe the components
of the nucleus nor do we ever leave the reign of electro-
statics. For the description of most chemical phenomena
this is sufficient and we are far from going beyond that.
The picture we use is: We observe that atoms move and
we call the centers of this motion nuclei, assigned with
masses and charges. These centers do not diffuse nor split
by construction and a classical description of their mo-
tion is appropriate. The rest of the atom is well described
by the electronic Schro¨dinger equation.
We start from (2) and apply it to the electronic
wave function only. We do not resort to the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, but just assume that our
nuclei are classical particles. Note, that we also do not
resort to the Ehrenfest theorem which is derived from the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
HˆtotalΨ({ri}, {pi}; {RI}, {PI})
= EtotalΨ({ri}, {pi}; {RI}, {PI}) (7)
Since the wave function depends only parametrically
on the nuclear positions RI and momenta PI (or veloci-
ties VI), one obtains immediately:
[∑
I
1
2
MIV
2
I + Hˆel +
∑
I
∑
J>I
ZIZJe
2
4πǫ0RIJ
]
Ψ({ri}, {pi})
= EAIMDΨ({ri}, {pi}) (8)
Starting again from (2) for classical nuclei, one obtains
the usual equations for nuclear motion (see textbooks of
classical mechanics):
MI
∂2
∂t2
RI =
∂
∂RI
Eqc (9)
In (8) the energy is termed as EAIMD, as it is the en-
ergy expression which is used in ab-initio molecular dy-
namics calculations. It is most intuitive: the kinetic en-
ergy of the nuclei and the interaction between the nuclei
have to be added to the energy of the electronic Hamilton
operator in order to achieve energy conservation. In the
limit of T→0, that is vanishing nuclear velocities, EAIMD
approaches Eqc as computed from equation (6). Equa-
tions (8) and (9) describe what is – rather inadequately
– referred to as Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics.
Using the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation instead
of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation leads to
what is – not more adequately – called Ehrenfest dy-
namics. Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics affords an
additional assumption [8]. Born-Oppenheimer and Car-
Parrinello molecular dynamics are well tested, mostly us-
ing the density functional approximation which is then
summarized as first-principles molecular dynamics. Way
less is known about the performance of Ehrenfest dy-
namics which is technically less simple. It should be pos-
sible to describe non-Born-Oppenheimer effects on this
basis. Correctly maintaining energy conservation dur-
ing an Ehrenfest dynamics should be sufficient to obtain
these phenomena. Of course the electronic wave function
must be described flexibly enough to fully allow arbitrary
changes of configurations. Otherwise one is limited to ei-
ther the diabatic or adiabatic pathways. This can be
sufficient to describe a certain reaction [9], but does not
allow a general description of non-Born-Oppenheimer ef-
fects. For this something like a CASSCF wavefunction
is needed. Fulfilling this requirement in an Ehrenfest
dynamics is hard enough, however, a quantum descrip-
tion of the nuclei is not necessary. If during a photore-
action a molecule changes its configuration to go to a
3higher-lying state, this is just due to energy conservation
during nuclear motion. Kinetic energy is converted into
potential energy and ab-initio molecular dynamics trajec-
tories should be sufficient to describe this phenomenon.
To check this numerically, further developments of the
presently implemented approximations [10] are necessary
and it will take at least another decade till there is a
complete picture how well multi-configuration Ehrenfest
dynamics performs. Many phenomena are already well
understood on the basis of ab-initio molecular dynam-
ics simulations, but on a longer time-scale the simulation
of non-Born-Oppenheimer effects are the important test
cases for a time-dependent theory which describes the
nuclei purely classically and the electronic wave function
using the Schro¨dinger equation.
II. CONCLUSIONS
We show that using the assumption that the nuclei
in quantum chemical calculations are classical particles,
one arrives very directly at the equations used in ab-
initio molecular dynamics calculations, without resort-
ing to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The great
success of the classical description of nuclear motion in
AIMD simulations as well as fundamental problems with
the conventional quantum mechanical theory for the nu-
clei induce the idea that the classical description is even
superior. This could be substantiated for example by
calorimetry experiments accurately measuring the ther-
modynamic isotope effect.
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